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An Open Letter To Michael Grove, Secretary of State for Justice
Regarding ISIS, Brexit, Deutsche Bank and Judicial Corruption in the Office of the Lord Chief
Justice and JACO
This letter includes a Freedom of Information Act 2000 request.
Dear Sir,
As a prominent member of the Vote Leave campaign, and also as Secretary of State for
Justice I wish to inform you that Baron Thomas, the Lord Chief Justice, and Stephen Kavanagh of
JACO are conspiring to pervert the course of justice in matters that would otherwise discredit the
institutions of the EU. These men assisted Deutsche Bank executives evade i) criminal prosecution
for money laundering to ISIS terrorists and ii) civil liabilities for silver price manipulation. Having
studied Baron Thomas' involvement with authoring EU civil litigation law, I believe he has
compromised himself, and that of British justice, as a political favour to Germany. Whatever the
ultimate reason for his conduct, it is dishonest conduct and he should step down from office.
I hereby demand from your office the transcript that should/would have been considered by
Lord Burnett in appeal A2/2015/2818 – Taylor vs Anshu Jain et al. This is the transcript I demanded
from the Court of Appeal, which Master Bankroft-Rimmer commissioned at public expense. It is
the transcript Baron Thomas and Stephen Kavanagh of JACO refuses to admit or deny exists. A
copy of this letter is sent to the ICO, so that they are aware that I have made this is an official
request, and there can be no doubt that the request was made under the Freedom of Information Act
2000. As Secretary for State for Justice, it is your discretion whether to enforce this request
according to the articles in the legislation. Any recipient of this letter who doubts that the other
recipients have received a copy should contact those recipients directly and inform me immediately
of any discrepancies.
I hope you agree that if Deutsche Bank executives knew that receipts for over-the-counter
bullion sold to ISIS have been systematically destroyed, then this constitutes a conspiracy to
commit terrorism, by impeding law officials' ability to track the individuals involved and prevent
terrorist atrocities. This is what the Lord Chief Justice and Stephen Kavanagh covered up. As
Secretary of State of Justice, I ask that you force the FCA to disclose its full intelligence on
Deutsche Bank in these matters. There is no reason why such money laundering should be a State
secret – especially when British taxpayers bailout Deutsche Bank in the name of saving Greece.
In email form, this letter comes attached with a number of documents sent to the parties in
which corruption is alleged.
Yours sincerely
Mark Anthony Taylor

